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By Brian Mori, Tucson Courts Examiner

November 3rd, 2010 9:45 am MT 

“Free-Talkers,” Snitches Detail Bizarre Kidnapping

TUESDAY 11/2/10:

The two men who admitted to helping kidnap and hold Josh Conway hostage in December 2008 told 

jurors they were directed by Robert Ergonis, 46, now on trial in Pima County Superior Court.

Larry Hammond and Dave Radde, both in their forties, could not be farther from each other on a scale 

measuring braun.

Hammond, with an admitted cocaine addiction, stood barely 5’ 5”.

Radde, whose felony rap sheet lists numerous drug convictions and assaults, towers at 6’5 and weighs 

over 250 pounds.  

Both men admitted to helping Ergonis restrain Conway with police issue zip-ties, transport him between 

two locations, and guard him at gunpoint for about 8 hours at the request of the victim’s then-girlfriend, 

Kumari Fulbright.

Fulbright, who is expected to testify Wednesday or Thursday, was a University of Arizona Law student, 

federal district court legal clerk, and two-time southern Arizona beauty pageant winner.

She also pleaded guilty to conspiracy and assault.

Ergonis dated Fulbright prior to Conway and is the only one of the group to sit before a jury, charged with 

felony kidnapping, assault, and robbery.

“I was ready to help,” Radde quipped while on the stand. "(Ergonis) loved her. I could see that."

Witnesses and lawyers on both sides unanimously agreed Fulbright instigated the kidnapping by claiming 

Conway stole about $16,000 worth of jewelry Ergonis gave her.

“She started a chain of events and a lie that spiraled out of control that (Ergonis) took charge of with 

weapons,” Prosecutor and Assistant Arizona Attorney General Kim Ortiz said in her opening statement.

Conway, 27, testified last week Fulbright, 28, asked him to pawn roughly $3,000 in jewelry and gave her 

the cash.
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He recalled for jurors that he told his captors conflicting stories about the jewels, sometimes elaborating 

on Fulbright’s claims, at other points pleading ignorance.

“I was just trying to make it, you know, moment to moment,” he said.

Hammond corroborated Conway’s description of events inside Fulbright’s apartment at 1227 E. Knox 

Street in Tucson.

 “ ‘I’ve been looking forward to this all week,’ “ Conway said Fulbright told him while straddling him in her 

living room. ‘ You’re going to die in the desert."

While restrained and shoeless, Conway was bitten, beaten with textbooks and various objects, and cut in 

the ear by Fulbright who threatened several times he was going to be mutilated and killed.

Conway wrestled his own gun away from Fulbright and escaped from her apartment during a brief period 

when Hammond, Radde, and Ergonis were away.

Several 911 callers reported him screaming for help and waving a gun in the air.

Fulbright was arrested that night and Hammond the 

next morning at Ergonis’ house, the second location at 

which Conway was held.

Radde and Ergonis were arrested weeks later.

Six-and-a-half foot Radde agreed with Ortiz he was 

the muscle, physically removing Conway from 

Fulbright’s apartment as she showered in the other 

room and bringing him back hours later.

Radde specified Fulbright was the only one to “abuse” 

Conway while in her home once they returned.

Conway told the jury Hammond never physically 

assaulted him, but did hold a gun on him.

Hammond testified Friday defendant Ergonis was careful to let Fulbright take charge when they returned 

him.

A small-time craftsman, Hammond said he met Ergonis and Radde only hours before the kidnapping.

“Larry Hammond was just in the wrong place at the wrong time,” Ortiz told the jury in her opening 

statements.

Hammond was helping a friend, not involved, to renovate Ergonis’ house at 2420 N. Bryant Ave in 

Tucson.
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He said he was asleep when Ergonis came in, interrogated him, roughed him up, and then enlisted his 

help in the kidnapping.

The vast majority of his direct testimony had to be coaxed from Ortiz, who referred to several confessions 

and interviews with police.

Though he said he read through his confessions before testifying, and could often recall Conway’s 

statements clearly for the jury, he was hard pressed to remember the defendant’s specific comments and 

actions.

He did, however, clearly identify Ergonis for jurors as the man in charge of the situation and confirmed 

that he held Conway at gun-point while he was in his house.

Hammond reluctantly admitted to telling police he heard Ergonis talking with someone on a cell phone 

before they went to kidnap Conway: “Put the key in the mat and call me when you’re in the shower.”

Hammond said on the stand, and later outside the courtroom, he was not threatened by anyone.

However, the judge interrupted him as he began to describe receiving phone calls from the jail about five 

months after his arrest.

"They want you to believe crackhead larry," defense attorney Paul Gattone said during his opening. "All 

these guys had something to gain from working for the police."

Both Hammond and Radde agreed with Gattone they confessed to police in “free-talk” sessions only 

after they had been provided copies of statements and police reports.

Several charges were dropped in return.

Hammond's free-talk was vastly different than his original interview, in which he denied his involvement 

as well as the defendant's.

“The bottom line is these guys all thought they were responding to a damsel in distress,” Radde’s lawyer 

Barbara Catrillo added while monitoring his testimony from the back of the courtroom. "What I don't get is 

that they're making her into a star."
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